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Abstract  
Indonesian middle class numbers continue to increase significantly. Some of them plan for their future, including their future 
finance. Middle class consumers do not have enough time to manage their personal finance. Some of them are not able to manage 
their income and outcome. Although they realize that they need advice from the advisor, they do not want to pay the personal 
finance advisory services, because its cost relatively expensive. They need easy and quick money management services. 
Financial planning solutions that are practical and comprehensive become a necessity for the middle class. As a techno 
entrepreneur, Mr. Steven as CEO CV.X wants to fulfill the needs of personal finance software, which it will become solution for 
the customer. In order to run this new business CV. X needs a business model that is suitable for the new business unit.  
The Author and developers’ team in the CV.  X has done a study and development of personal finance software.  The software 
has four main features: sub account and transaction management, financial plan calculation, investment calculation and money 
management, as well as financial statement. The software applied personal finance tools and knowledge: time value of money, 
financial report, and personal finance calculation (debt, life insurance, retirement, education fund, etc.). The development of the 
software is using rational unified process (RUP) framework. CV. X has to invest Rp 30.000.000 to develop the software and Rp 
105.190.000 to run the business.  
The customer segments of the software are middle class in Indonesia.CV. X tries to make community relationship among their 
member. The software will deliver to customers with internet by website. The value proposition of the software is cheap, fun, and 
smart way to manage the personal finance. Help customers to reach their financial goals. Community is able to speak out about 
personal finances. The software is also providing up to date, accurate  information related  to personal  finance. Key activities of 
the business are education, marketing, selling, research  and development.   Key Resources of the business are people, cash,  and  
knowledge  about  personal  finance. The  key  partners  of  the  business  are  financial  planner,  financial institutions, financial 
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publications, and domain hosting provider. The costs of the project are investment cost, operational cost, development cost, and 
technical support. The revenue is created by member fee, and advertising. 
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1. Background 
Financial is one hot topic that develops in middle-class society. A fact about a growth of 8 to 9 million middle-
class people in Indonesia made a lot of changes the paradigm in the field of finance (Hadian, 2012:1).  
Money management is a difficult thing to do for the middle class in Indonesia. On the one hand, middle- class 
people want to live safely and comfortably financially. On the other hand they are very difficult to adjust their 
consumptions. Middle class in Indonesia has not personal financial literacy yet. They cannot differentiate asset and 
liabilities. They often buy liabilities and think as it is assets.  
For some middle-class, financial planning becomes important things. Markplus Insight recorded 45.7% 
(Kurniawan, 2013) of the middle class are the people who have a long-term plan. People, who they belong to the 
future planner segment, tend to invest some of their income. This is evidenced by an increase in funds under asset 
management companies and Indonesian stock market capitalization. 
Advances telecommunications techno-logy enables people to access the data, products, and services using their 
mobile phone or gadgets. The middle classes are currently very dependent on their cell phones or gadgets. Gadgets 
that they have are not only to communicate but also to improve their lifestyle.  Appropriate term to express it, is a 
mobile creature (Yuswohady, 2012:238). 
The middle class tend to try to improve the standard of living and lifestyle gradually and continuously. The 
middle class do not hesitate to shop at online stores. Online shops generally provide all the needs of the middle 
class, ranging from basic needs to the needs of tertiary. According to CMCS and Yuswohady, business must go 
mobile to survive and thrieve (Yuswohady, 2012:238). 
Basically middle class people need instant solutions, easy and full of imagery to resolve their  financial problems. 
The middle class does not have much time to take care of their finances. On weekdays  people only have 3 hours per 
day to the rest for personal activities (shown in Fig. 1). 
 
24:00 
Fig. 1. People Daily Activities on Weekday  
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Most of them do not want to spend 3 hours to think about their finances. Term “instant solutions” and “easy” are 
refer to the ease of the middle class to access the things they need. Communication is expected by the middle class is 
the approach of many-to-may, using social platforms or community platform (Yuswohady, 2012:235).  
Mr. Steven Wijaya as CEO of CV.X and techno entrepreneur captures the opportunities. He wanted to meet the 
needs of the middle class that people will be manage their money easy and instant by using technology.  
The business is about understanding consumer, culture and economy, such as on Figure 2. Technology is a media 
or tool to solve consumer’s problem. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Personal Finance in Digital Era (Zakis, 2010:7) 
Personal finance software has not developed in Indonesia yet. The developers sell the personal finance software 
as commodities. Commodities refer to products that are undifferentiated, same products, same costs, and same value 
(Evelyn Ehrlich, 2004:41). Personal finance related to the money, and people tend to high emotionally about money. 
The product must have engagement with the customers. Personal finance software is not only asking for financial 
data input, processing all of the data, and display the report. The software has to provide more services, such as 
consulting, personal financial case, or other benefits. 
The propose business for CV. X is not only offers expense track features but also all of personal finance features. 
The business will offer one stop solution for personal finance. It is an advantage for PT.Silvefox, if it can be a 
pioneer in the field of personal finance management.  
According to the explanations on the background can be concluded three important issues that form the focus of 
the study, namely: 
1. Indonesian middle class numbers continue to increase significantly. According to a study conducted by Insight 
MarkPlus are 45.7% people of middle class plan for their future, including their future finance. They need easy 
and quick money management services. Financial planning solutions that are practical and comprehensive 
become a necessity for the middle class. 
2. Middle class consumers do not have enough time to manage their personal finance. Some of them are not able to 
manage their income and outcome. They are relying on credit card and bad debt. Although they realize that they 
need advice from the advisor, they do not want to pay the personal finance advisory services. According to  
Table 1.1, the cost of personal finance advisory relatively expensive (it is compared by daily expenses $2 - $20).   
3. Mr. Steven as CEO and techno entrepreneur did not want his new business unit turn into a commodity. He wants 
the product to be a comprehensive solution for the customer. CV. X needs a business model that is suitable for 
the new business unit. 
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1.1. Problem Formulation 
Here are the problem formulations of the business issues. 
1. How does a personal finance software prototype? 
2. How much CV.X have to invest in the personal finance software? 
3. How the proposed business model that is suitable for new business unit?  
1.2. Research Objective 
Here are the objectives of this research: 
1. Create the prototype of the personal finance software for CV. X. 
2. Calculate the investment cost, which it has to be prepared by CV.X. 
3. Propose business model that is suitable for new business unit. 
1.3. Construction of references 
Some limitations applied in this research, in order to run more focused: 
1. Prototype software was not tested alpha and beta test is only done by the programmer and author. 
2. The prototype software developed for the local host, not yet available in the network. 
3. The focus of the software is only based on function (web design is not included in the thesis statement). 
4. The project does not include feasibility study. CV. X has done the feasibility study previously. 
2. Design Preparation for The Project 
The exploration started by developing a conceptual framework. The author adapts CV.0X’s framework and it 
combines by some disciplines. 
2.1. Framework 
The analysis started by doing external, internal analysis and SWOT analysis. SWOT analysis is conducted to as 
input to create a suitable business model for CV.X. The next phase is to start developing the software. The 
development will use framework of Rational Unified Process (RUP). RUP framework is the standard procedure 
used by the CV. X to develop software. Figure 3 illustrates the framework of the project. 
2.2. External Analysis 
External environment consists of opportunities and threats variables, which they are outside the organization, and 
they are not typically within the short-run control of top management (Wheelen & Hunger, 2012:16). External 
analysis consists of societal environment and task environment. 
2.2.1. Societal Environment Analysis 
Economic 
Indonesia's economy has shown rapid growth. Indonesia gets sovereign rating at BB+ by Standard & Poor’s with 
positive outlook. Positive outlook in economy of a country will drive investor to invest in a business. Today 
Indonesian's GDP is over than $3000 per year. The number of 3000 believed as a threshold displacement of the 
lower classes into the middle class (Yuswohady, 2012:2). 
Technology 
Advances in technology provide many benefits to human life. Products and services are growing very fast. 
Almost every month there is a new gadget on the market. People can access data (sales data, interest rates, foreign 
exchange rates, etc.) in and easy way and real time. Advances in technology can help and change the way people 
communicate. Nowadays people can communicate in a modern way, such as social-media, messenger, website, 
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forum and VOIP. On the other hand, there is the threat of hackers. Hackers were able to manipulate the data for 
personal use. It also low protection against patent products. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Conceptual Framework  
Politics and Law 
One thing that is important in running a business is business law. The law applicable to Indonesia relating to 
electronic transactions based is the regulation of Law No. 11 of 2008 on Information and Electronic Transactions. 
Business related to financial services have to adjust some rules and regulations. Indonesia has several agencies that 
regulate financial services operations, including Bank Indonesia, the Capital Market Supervisory Agency and 
Financial Institution (BAPEPAM), the Financial Services Authority (OJK) and the ministry of finance in Indonesia. 
Other rules have to consider are the rules regarding taxation and employment. Changes in policy or regulation will 
have an impact to the company. The intensity of the impact will depend on the situation or condition of the 
company. 
Social Culture 
Advances in technology, culture, and economic conditions in the community can lead to changes in consumption 
patterns and worldviews. The year 2010 was a year of change for Indonesia. The increase in GDP to reach over $ 
3000 was a turning point toward the middle class. There are many changes between the middle class and lower 
class. The fundamental characteristic change in the middle-class consumer is very critical and value-oriented. The 
trend of improvement is the democratization of the middle class is household consumption, luxury goods become 
degraded (mass luxury), consumers become proficient (hyper value-oriented), more competitive and mobile, need a 
place to communicate, civilized consumers, loved technology and gadgets, growth modern retail market, social 
media is growing rapidly, and many new young entrepreneurs (Yuswohady, 2012:14-19). 
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2.2.2. Task Environment Analysis 
Task environment includes all of elements or groups that directly affect a corporation. One method that used to 
analyze the environment is Porter's five forces.  
Suppliers that support the information technology business is web hosting and server. They have a homogeneous 
product, the quality is not much different, and competitive pricing. Relative bargaining power of suppliers is not too 
strong. 
The buyer is a very important variable in running a business. CV.X’s new business unit is targeting people from 
the middle class. Members fee is relatively low (it is planned that subscription fees around 250,000 to 300,000 
rupiah per annually). CV.X oriented to customer satisfaction, therefore it develops high specification features than 
competitors have. 
Personal finance applications that are sold in Indonesia can be divided into two models. It is namely web-based 
and pc-based applications. Until the beginning of 2013, the amount of personal finance applications website based in 
Indonesia, are not more than 5 pieces. Meanwhile personal finance applications computers-based tend to be less 
developed. This is due to software piracy rate in Indonesia is quite high. Business competition on personal finance 
field in Indonesia is still relatively low.  
Threat of new entrants is an important thing that has to be considered. Personal finance application business has 
relatively low entry barrier. Investment cost to run the business is relatively inexpensive. Web-based application 
programming technologies is not a difficult thing for senior programmers. 
2.3. Internal Analysis 
Primary activities CV.X consist of three parts: operations, marketing, sales, and service. CV.X marketing 
activities are responsible to bring prospective clients. Clients who come often ask for suggestions or advices 
according the business. CV.X (CEO or Project Manager) will discuss customer’s problems.  
Support activities CV.X consists of the company's infrastructure, workforce management, technology 
development, and procurement. At this time, people who are already there, without creating a new division run these 
activities. For the examples is procurement activities undertaken by each division with the approval of the CEO.  
The strategy is to maintain a low fixed monthly fee, CV. X is currently 3 years old and it is still in his 
introduction (business life cycle). 
2.4. SWOT Analysis 
The SWOT analysis of CV. X is illustrated on Fig. 4. 
2.5. CV.X Product Development System Overview 
CV.X is using IBM RUP framework to develop a product. IBM RUP framework consists of four phases and 
some disciplines. IBM rational unified process consists of four phases: inception phase, elaboration phase, 
construction phase, and transition phase.  
The author uses IBM RUP framework, to bring into line with CV.X’s standard operation procedures to develop 
the software. International Business Machine (IBM) acquired RUP approach in February 2003. The framework is 
also very flexible to custom with the requirements. In this project RUP is not stand alone, but it also supported by 
other literatures, such as business strategy, finance, risk management, personal finance, and programming 
(Kruchten, 2003:1). 
Inception is the initial phase in the RUP process that aims to determine the project will scope. (Hassan, 2006:6). 
This phase is establishing the project’s scopes and boundaries, such as an operational vision, acceptance 
requirements, the product intend, and projects limitation.  
Elaboration is the second phase in the RUP process that aims to plan the project and specify features. (Hassan, 
2006). This phase is ensuring the stability of architecture, requirements and  plan. This phase is also able to estimate 
the cost of the project and determine the schedule. 
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Construction is the third phase in the RUP process that aims to arrange and build the product. This phase is 
completing the analysis, design and development. (Hassan, 2006). This phase is also able to decide whether the 
software will deploy or not.  
Transition is the final phase in the RUP process that aims to validate the result fulfill stakeholder and users’ 
expectations. Ensuring the software is able to run well, minimum bugs, enhancement for its performance and 
usability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. SWOT Analysis 
2.6. Project Description 
The project is developing application for manage personal finance. Personal finance is all about saving, investing, 
lending, and attaining personal goals. Based on toptenreview.com2, the ideal personal finance software offers many 
user-friendly features. It allows users to manage their financial aspects, in the easy, fun, and smart ways.  
Key success factors of the project are adaptation to financial change, education and learning, infrastructure, and 
cash. Adaptation to financial change is must on this project. The way to adapt the change is by education and 
learning. Education is also the way to market the product. This project needs strong infrastructure, such as server, 
domain, and client management. The infrastructures have to be able to accommodate the huge number of users. 
Cash is activator to build the infrastructures, to develop the knowledge, and to market the product. 
The functions of the personal finance application are: 
1. It must be able to check and save accounts. 
2. It must be able to categorize the transactions. 
3. It is flexible to create and easy to monitor a budget. 
4. It helps the users to achieve their saving goals. 
5. It is easy to track the investments. 
6. It must be able to track the way the money goes by. 
7. It must be secure application. 
2.7. Software Development Investment Cost 
The software development investment cost is illustrated on Table 1.  
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Table 1. Software Development Investment Cost 
 
2.8. Risk Management of Software Development 
Some potential risks must consider by developer are: 
Schedule slips: the task that programmer estimated would take one week has just taken two weeks. It is due to 
short on number of programmers. It can be mitigated by regular meeting of project owner and programmer. 
Defect rate is excessive: testing result indicates lot of bugs (more than two hundred bugs, when the software 
tested). It happens if the programmers use new programming language. It can be mitigated by find root cause of the 
problems and fix the problems.       
Requirement misunderstood: the programmers do not do such the requirements or misunderstand the detail 
requirement. It happens if the project is very special and CV.X does not have the expert on the projects. It can be 
mitigated by project owner, system analyst, and programmer must discuss the requirements and clear specifications. 
Requirement churn: some changing on the requirement such new features, change features, deleted feature. It 
happens if the customers have new modules, which they are not writing down in the contract. It can be mitigated 
with collaboration of project owner and programmer to keep control the main function and the prioritized 
requirements 
Staff turnover: the programmers out of the job and the new one must learn from the beginning. It can be 
mitigated by motivate the programmer and staff. The motivation is not only money but also experiences and other 
values. 
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2.9. Business Case 
An online personal finance software is easy way to manage personal finance. By using the software, users are 
able to manage accounts, debts, goals, investments, make a report and budget. Fig. 5 shows the general UML use 
case diagram for online personal finance software.  
Users must verify their username and password to access all of the features. After users verify the username and 
password, they are able to manage their personal finance. The software has to be able to manage the accounts, 
transactions, and loans (personal loans and credit cards). Managing accounts, are about create anew account, edit the 
existing accounts, delete accounts, and group the accounts. Managing the transactions, are about create a new 
transaction, edit the existing transactions and delete the transactions. Managing loans, are about create new loan 
transactions and showing the payment progress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. The General UML Use Case Diagram for Personal Finance Software 
Users are able to make and analyze the monthly budget. Users are also manage their investment. Managing 
investment are about create a new investment transaction, edit the existing investment transactions, delete the 
investment transactions, and monitor the price movement. The software is able to generate the daily, monthly, or 
annual report. 
2.10. Project Management 
CV.X and author will cooperate to develop the personal finance software. This part will describe the short 
explanation about project management. The project is developing the personal finance software. It officially started 
on 20 November 2012, following the signature of Author and CV. X.  
As agreement and thorough exa-mination, it will develop to web based approach. It has four main modules:  
1. Account and transaction: it can be used to manage all of personal accounts, transactions, and categorize them. 
2. Personal financial planning: it can be used to manage users’ financial goals and track saving goals. 
3. Investment: it can be used to manage users’ investment. 
4. Report: it can be used to track the way the money goes by, create and monitor the budget. 
Project Cost Estimation consist of Inception Phase (IDR 1.700.000), Elaboration Phase (IDR 1.400.000), 
Construction Phase (IDR 24.100.000), and Transition Phase (IDR02.800.000). The total cost of the project is (IDR 
30.000.000). 
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The project is going to do by author and CV. X’s team. Author’s (inception, elaboration, and initial construction 
phase) tasks are defining project scope (meet with CV.X and making competitive research), estimating cost of the 
projects, defining the risks and its mitigations, defining the business case and its solvers, defining the detail 
requirements, design staff projects teams, develop algorithm, creating wireframe, and testing the software 
CV.X team’s (construction, transition, and implementation phase) tasks are making a graphic design, coding, 
testing the system internally, doing the rework if any, deployment the software. 
3. Software Model 
The software’s features are cash flow management, financial planning menu, investment menu, and financial 
reporting menu. All of the features are delivering by Bahasa Indonesia language. Users have to sign in to use all the 
features. In the first plan, the software will deliver as free software and paid software. The free users can manage 
their cash flow and report. The paid users can access all of the features.  
3.1. Cash Flow Management 
There is an old saying that cash is a king. Cash flow in a family like a lifeblood in the human body. Cash flow is 
the main source of all the planning, calculation, management and fulfilment of financial goals in family. CV.X 
provides some features to manage cash flow. The features are home overview, account and sub account management 
and daily transactions.  
3.2. Cash Flow Management 
The software is providing home menu to monitor the cash flow. Home menu consists of four features. Fig. 6 
illustrates the home menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. The Home Menu 
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Dashboard is an easy way to monitor real time personal finance condition. Users are able to know their wealth by 
looking the dashboard.  
Account management is the same thing as user real bank or investment account. It shows users’ place their 
money. The software provides five places to place users’ money: bank, cash (pocket), investment, credit card, or 
loan.  
Transaction is event when users paying, receiving or transferring money from one account to other account or 
other people. 
Calendar is a way to remark important date and money has to pay, such as people tend to pay their utility fee on 
15th, every month. 
3.3. Financial Planning Menu 
The software has a feature to open financial plan document (format: portable document format - *.pdf). It also 
provides features that allow users to do the planning on their financial goals. Fig. 7 illustrates financial planning 
calculators and personal finance directory. Financial planning is a feature that allows the user to be able to calculate 
his/.her credit card, personal loans, emergency funds, new goals, education funds, pension funds, new house, new 
cars, and vacation funds.   
Software also features a phone book that contains the data about the people who are dealing with financial lives, 
such as bank account relationship, insurance agents, financial planners, stock brokers, real estate brokers, 
accountants, lawyers, and other professions. 
 
 
Fig. 4. The Financial Planning Menu 
3.4. Investment 
The software is providing some money management tools to help users manage their investment. The software 
has investment transaction to monitor and manage their investment and simple investment calculator. The simple 
investment calculator contains a calculation for term deposit, bond, mutual fund and stocks. Fig. 8 shows the 
wireframe of investment module. 
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Figure 5 The Investment Menu 
3.5. Financial Report 
In order to support the personal finance management, the software is providing a tool to report all of transactions 
and economic position. Personal financial statements consist of the balance sheet and income statement. The 
wireframe of financial report is illustrated on Fig. 9. 
 
 
Figure 6 The Financial Report 
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3.6. Software Testing and Evaluation 
The testing is done by using system testing. The main idea is integrating the input data with all process 
(transactions, financial planning, investing, and reporting). The testing level (up to report writing thesis) is done till 
alpha testing level. Alpha testing level is done by some people who joined in the project (the author and several 
people associated with the project). Beta testing will do simultaneously with software running. The procedure is 
starting from entering some data as input and calculations performed experiments. 
4. Implementation 
The implementation plan has to consider short term (below one year) and long term (until five years) needs. 
4.1. Business Model Canvassing 
The market segment shows different groups of people or organization, which it served by the business. The 
market segments of the software are man or woman who he or she is managing their personal finance. No one cares 
about someone money than himself or herself. The software brings some of personal finance experiences into 
website. Customers can feel the experience to manage his or her money.   
The business provides cheap, fun, and smart way to manage personal finance. It also helps customers to reach 
their financial goals. The business is trying to build community among the member. The business provides up-to-
date and accurate information about personal finance. 
The values will be delivered by website. The websites provides personal finance software, articles and financial 
data. The business will offer membership relation to the customers and build a community. The community is a 
place to interact among the members. Members can share their experiences, problems, and solutions. The website is 
also pushing the customers, with email, newsletter and membership activity. 
In order to success to create the value, the business must support by key partners, such as financial planners as 
financial advisors, financial services, and infrastructure providers. The main activities to retain the business are 
marketing the software, developing the software, updating the data, articles, newsletter and doing research and 
development in personal finance software. The main resources of the business are people, cash, software, and 
knowledge itself.  
The cost will generate by investment cost, operational cost, development cost, and technical support. Investment 
cost includes initial software building, working permission (SIUP, Badan Usaha, Copyright license). The revenue 
will generate by membership fee and advertising. The value of the website will increase appropriate with the amount 
of the members. 
4.2. Alignment with Management 
The new business model will impact on management team, because the existing condition the company operation 
is project base. Author suggests adding special team to maintain the software. The recommendation team structure is 
illustrated on Fig. 10. 
Board of advisers (BOA) is out of the operational business organizational structure (it illustrates with the dotted 
line). BOA contains collection of practitioners who they may give inputs to the business. At start-up stage, the BOA 
does not have to be recruited in a professional manner. BOA can come from colleagues or acquaintances, who they 
have the ability and experience in their field. The BOA suggestions will impact on product development or business 
process improvement.  
Website manager is a key person on website division. He or she has some obligations, such as he has to make 
sure the software work properly and the content is always up to date, monitor and report performance and 
advancement of the website, make a inbound marketing plan.   
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Marketing staffs have obligations to handle all online marketing, such as content, social media marketing, search 
engine optimization (SEO), email marketing, and website contents.  Sales staffs have obligation to support online 
marketing. If there are customers want to set appointment or comes to the office, sales staff must meet them.  
Product development staffs have obligations to develop the new features. Products development team must 
contain someone, who he knows about personal finance and web-based programming. Administration staffs are 
support website manager, marketing staff and sales staffs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Alignment with Management 
4.3. Investment Cost 
Investment cost shows investment values, which they must spend by company in the beginning of the project. 
Total investment cost is 105.190.000 rupiahs. Table 2 describes investment costs of the project. The investment cost 
of the software consists of development software, patent and intellectual property (HAKI), legal fee, hosting and 
domain rent fee, marketing cost (at grand launching), and computers. 
 
Table 2. Software Development Investment Cost 
 
4.4. Implementation Plan 
Implementation the software in business is a critical activity. The implementation phase is consists of coding 
finished, developing supporting documents, system test and system rework. Total implementation phase needs one 
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month. The blue print phase is about make sure all of the architecture, detail function, and user interface is 
appropriate with user specification. Software development team must ensure the software is able to work autopilot. 
This phase is also covering the software with the marketing plan. Mr. Steven said CV.X will implement inbound 
marketing strategy. Inbound marketing is advertising and marketing a company or website through website contents, 
search engine optimization (SEO), social media, e-mail marketing.  
Final preparation is about adjusting the new business process into existing systems on CV.X. The organization 
must adapt with new system, because it is very different with the new business. It is also making sure all of the 
supporting websites and inbound marketing strategies are well work. 
Running phase is officially launching the software. Software launch is very critical, because it is starting to early 
stage on product life cycle. Launch the software is same like launching new product or new company. Management 
team must adjust the early stage with marketing plan, such as launch an event to maximize the sales. The next step is 
management team must focus on software operational and product roadmap. Software operational is about buxes 
fixing and the way the people get found the software. 
4.5. Recommendation for CV. X 
CV.X must focus on inbound marketing, member communication activities (e-mail confirmation or e-newsletter), 
admin or personal finance consultant. Management team is not only focusing on marketing, but also it is focusing on 
technology or platform development, such as application for iPhone or Android. CV. X may consider using online 
marketing strategy to generate customers.  
Membership activities are able to generate community relationship. Membership activities can do both offline 
and online. CV. X may apply offline membership programs such as member gathering, seminar, live events, some 
bonuses product from sponsor, and etc. Online membership programs, such as podcasting, webinar or webcast 
platform, and membership online meeting. Membership activities can increase the knowledge of the members and 
motivate them to promote the products.  
Admin or consultant support is a new added value, because in Indonesia there is no website that offers chat with a 
financial planner. CV. X will be the first website that provides financial consulting chat feature. Partnership between 
CV. X with a financial consultant should be well planned. Partnership between CV. X and financial consultant 
should be beneficial to both parties.  
App iPhone 1st version and app Android 1st version will be easier for consumers to access and use the software. 
iPhone and Android app allows users to store data inside the mobile phone, as long as there is no internet access. 
When internet access is available, the data on the phone can be connected and updated with the data in the website’s 
database. 
Hire inbound marketing consultant or using inbound marketing software. Inbound marketing consultant or 
inbound marketing software is providing some inbound marketing tools, such as: blogging, search engine 
optimization (SEO), social media, calls to action, landing page, lead management, email, marketing automation, and 
closed loop analytics.  
CV.X has to prepare for web based software 2nd edition. Web-based applications should be updated according to 
changing of consumers’ needs. Along the way web-based applications, there will be a lot of criticism and 
suggestions from users. CV.X has to sort that needs, and choose what has to be fixed immediately or keep the 
features that can be used for the next version. 
5. Conclusion 
Based on the analysis conducted in this thesis, it can be concluded: 
1. The personal finance software prototype is shown on website address: www.s7evenstudio.com/versatile (user 
name: user, password : user). 
2. CV.X has to invest Rp 30.000.000 for development the software. Total investment cost for running the personal 
finance software is 105.190.000.  
3. The business model that is suitable for new business unit is as below: 
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Customer segments are man/woman who he/she is managing personal finance. Middle class or person who 
he/she has taken home pay greater or equal with Rp 2.000.000 per month. Education level higher or equal with 
senior high school. Customer relationships are member-ship relation and group the member into one 
community. Channel web based application. www.finansialku.com Value propositions are cheap, fun and 
smart way to manage personal finance, help customers to reach their financial goals, community to speak out 
about personal finance, up to date, and accurate information about personal finance. Key activities are marketing 
and selling the software, education people about personal finance, and research and development the software. 
Key resources are people (programmer, system analyst and software developer), cash, and knowledge about 
personal finance. Key partners are financial planner, financial institutions, financial publications, and domain 
hosting provider. Cost structures are investment cost, salary, development cost, and technical support. Revenue 
stream are member fee, advertising, and value of the website. 
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